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From the beginning of modern nursing, data from standardized patient records were seen as a potentially powerful resource for assessing and improving the quality of care. As nursing informatics began to evolve in the second half of the 20th century, the lack of standards for language and data limited the functionality and usefulness of early applications. In response, nurses developed standardized languages, but until the turn of the century, neither they nor anyone else understood the attributes required to achieve computability and semantic interoperability. Collaboration across disciplines and national boundaries has led to the development of standards that meet these requirements, opening the way for powerful information tools. Many challenges remain, however. Realizing the potential of nurses to transform and improve health care and outcomes through informatics will require fundamental changes in individuals, organizations, and systems. Nurses are developing and applying informatics methods and tools to discover knowledge and improve health from the molecular to the global level and are seeking the collective wisdom of interdisciplinary and interorganizational collaboration to effect the necessary changes.

NOTE: Although this article focuses on nursing informatics in the United States, nurses around the world have made substantial contributions to the field. This article alludes to a few of those advances, but a comprehensive description is beyond the scope of the present work.

IN THE BEGINNING . . .

There is a growing conviction that in all hospitals, even in those which are best conducted, there is a great and unnecessary waste of life; . . . In attempting to arrive at the truth, I have applied everywhere for information, but in scarcely an instance have I been able to find hospital records fit for any purpose of comparison. If they could be obtained, they would enable us to decide many other questions besides the one alluded to . . . . [II]f wisely used, these improved statistics would tell us more of the relative value of particular operations and modes of treatment than we have any means of obtaining at present. They would enable us, besides, to ascertain the influence of the hospital . . . upon the general course of operations and diseases passing through its wards; and the truth thus ascertained would enable us to save life and suffering, and to improve the treatment and management of the sick . . . .”

—Florence Nightingale

With those prophetic words, Florence Nightingale planted the seeds of 3 intertwined health sciences: health services research, evidence-based practice, and nursing informatics. One hundred thirty-seven years before the Institute of Medicine startled the world by estimating that medical errors were killing up to 98 000 hospitalized Americans annually, Nightingale called for standardized clinical records that could be analyzed to assess and improve care processes and patient outcomes. Nursing informatics thus springs from the roots of modern nursing.

Nearly a hundred years would pass before Harriet Werley began to nurture the growth of nursing informatics. In the late 1950’s, as the first designated nurse researcher at the Walter Reed Army Research Institute, Werley was one of a handful of people asked by IBM to provide consultation about possible uses of computers in health care. True to Nightingale’s vision, Werley foresaw the potential for using patient data stored in computer systems to investigate and improve the quality of care. A prerequisite would be a minimum set of standardized nursing data to be collected on every patient.
At that time, the very notions of nursing research and nursing science were novel, and there was little understanding of the nature and uses of a possible nursing minimum data set. Werley persevered, however, in promoting research fundamental to what would later emerge as nursing informatics. In 1960, the American Nurses’ Association appointed a committee to identify priorities for investigation. Werley convinced the group to include a focus on nurses’ use of information in communicating and decision-making.4

THE 1970’S

The first reports of “computer applications in nursing” began to appear in the professional and scholarly literature in the early 1970’s. Nursing care planning systems aimed to relieve the burden of documentation and to improve the quality and completeness of the plan.5,6 A similarly practical system managed scheduling of patient activities in a rehabilitation center.7 Nurses at the El Camino Hospital in Mountain View, California, participating in developing the first comprehensive hospital information system (the Technicon Medical Information System, now owned by Eclypsis) recommended an integrated system for nursing care planning, documentation, and feedback.8,9 The standard care plans they developed, to be modified according to individual patient needs, were forerunners of today’s evidence-based protocols and pathways.10

In addition to the El Camino project, the National Center for Health Services Research (NCHSR, a predecessor of today’s Agency for Healthcare Quality and Research, or AHRQ) supported development of other early healthcare information systems that included nursing care planning and documentation.11 At the same time, the Department of Defense was developing the Tri-Service Medical Information System (TRIMIS), and the Veterans Health Administration was starting to create its own clinical medical record system.

Another federal agency supporting projects to advance nursing informatics in the 1970’s was the Division of Nursing (DN) of the Bureau of Health Manpower in the Health Resources Administration (now the Bureau of Health Professions, Health Resources and Services Administration). The DN was then the principal federal funding source for nursing research as well as nursing education. Beginning in 1975, a series of grants to the Visiting Nurse Association of Omaha, Nebraska, enabled DeLanne Simmons, Karen Martin, and colleagues to develop the Omaha System, standardized data elements and forms for collecting home care data. The intent was to use the data in paper-based or computer-based record systems to improve care and to meet reporting requirements.12,13

Indeed, new Medicare and Medicaid legislation included complex reporting requirements that were difficult for community health agencies to meet with paper-based systems. Virginia Saba in the DN and Goldie Levenson in the National League for Nursing conducted the first national conference and several state-of-the-art workshops on computerized management information systems for community health agencies. To support development of such systems, the DN funded not only the Omaha Visiting Nurse Association, but also other agencies, including the Rockland County, New York, Health Department and some states, including New Jersey and Florida.14

Nurses in the 1970’s were also involved in interdisciplinary efforts to develop and implement applications to support health care. Kathleen McCormick and Carol Romano were among the nurses helping to adapt and implement the Technicon Medical Information System at the Clinical Center of the National Institutes of Health. Rita Zielstorff had been hired early into the Laboratory of Computer Science at Massachusetts General Hospital, where, under medical informatics pioneer Octo Barnett, MD, she contributed a nursing perspective to a number of grant-funded projects. These included the first paperless physician order entry and medication administration record with significant decision support,15 an automated record system for nurse practitioners in ambulatory care,16 and a multidisciplinary computer-based record for long-term care and research.17 By the late 1970’s, the Journal of Nursing Administration featured a monthly column on computer applications in nursing, edited by Zielstorff, who soon compiled one of the first textbooks in the field.18

Other early nursing informatics research addressed fundamental questions of nursing knowledge representation and decision support. Inspired by decision-support systems to facilitate medical diagnoses, investigators at the University of Michigan developed prototypes to formulate nursing diagnoses from assessment data.19,20 These early efforts necessarily used ad hoc approaches because, at their inception, there were no definitions of nursing diagnosis in the literature, and the conceptual work to define and model nursing data and information in standard, computable ways would not occur for another 30 years. The group that would become the North American Nursing Diagnosis Association held its first meeting in 1973, identifying an initial set of 37 nursing diagnoses.21,22 Like the early researchers, these nurses worked without the knowledge of the then undefined desired attributes for standard language in clinical information systems.23

To sharpen the focus and promote the advancement of the development and implementation of computer applications in nursing, Harriet Werley and Margaret Grier convened an invitational conference of “individuals knowledgeable about and interested in identifying and computerizing data bases relevant to nursing care.”24 Participants identified types of data and applications potentially useful in patient...
care, management, education, and research, helping to shape the further development of the field.

THE 1980'S

Nursing informatics gained momentum in the 1980’s. The introduction of the personal computer in 1980 facilitated small-scale prototyping of nursing informatics applications. In 1981, Virginia Saba organized a track for nursing papers at the Symposium on Computer Applications in Medical Care (SCAMC). In that year, too, the Clinical Center at the National Institutes of Health hosted its first national conference on Computer Technology and Nursing, with co-sponsors the Division of Nursing of HRSA and the TRIMIS project of the Department of Defense. In 1982, the International Medical Informatics Association (IMIA) sponsored the first of its triennial conferences in nursing informatics. Professional associations and schools of nursing also offered workshops and conferences.

As scholarship in nursing informatics flourished, nursing informatics leaders introduced informatics courses in schools of nursing. Among the first were Judith Ronald at the State University of New York, Buffalo, Virginia Saba at Georgetown University, and Diane Skiba at Boston College. With a growing record of accomplishment in informatics research, development, and education, nurses began to move into leadership positions in interdisciplinary health informatics. Judy Ozbolt became the first nurse elected to the board of directors of SCAMC and a founding board member of SCAMC’s successor organization, the American Medical Informatics Association (AMIA).14

By the mid-1980’s, reflecting the growing concern that nursing demonstrate its distinct contributions to patient care and the value of those contributions to patient outcomes, the profession’s leaders were ready to embrace the idea of a nursing minimum data set. Almost 3 decades after proposing the idea, Werley, in collaboration with Norma Lang, convened a working conference and post-conference work group to define 16 data elements to be collected on all patients and abstracted from the record for studies of costs and effectiveness. Four uniquely nursing elements were nursing diagnosis, nursing intervention, nursing outcome, and intensity of nursing care.25

Although there was agreement on the data elements, there was no resolution to the question of how to operationalize the elements. Evolving nursing languages offered several possibilities. The Omaha System demonstrated a practical approach to recording nursing diagnoses, interventions, and outcomes. The North American Nursing Diagnosis Association (NANDA) continued to meet and add to its roster of nursing diagnoses. Meanwhile, Joanne McCloskey, Gloria Bulechek, and colleagues at the University of Iowa began to develop the Nursing Interventions Classification (NIC) to describe what nurses do.26

As scholarship, education, and practice grew through the 1980’s, nursing informatics was gaining recognition as a distinct specialty in nursing. The American Nurses Association and the National League for Nursing established, respectively, a Council (1984) and a Forum (1985) on Computer Applications in Nursing. The 2 associations were instrumental in promoting nursing informatics nationally and internationally. They developed educational materials, passed resolutions, and recommended practice strategies and professional competencies.

In 1988, with Dean Barbara Heller at the helm and Carole Gassert and Mary Etta Mills designing the curriculum, the University of Maryland opened the first graduate education program in nursing informatics. The following year, Judith Graves and Sheila Corcoran published their seminal paper defining nursing informatics as a scientific discipline uniting nursing science, information science, and computer science to manage and process nursing data, information, and knowledge in support of nursing practice.27 Graves and Corcoran distinguished data, information, and knowledge as representing successive levels of interpretation, aggregation, and generality.

It was also in 1989 that the National Center for Nursing Research (later the National Institute for Nursing Research) gave further recognition to the scientific basis of nursing informatics by convening an expert panel chaired by Judy Ozbolt to identify priorities for research in the field. Although the identified needs for research were broad-ranging, from ergonomics to organizational change, the report recognized that establishment of data standards was fundamental to unleashing the potential of nursing informatics to improve practice. Only with standardized data would nurses be able to translate knowledge to practice via decision support, and to create new knowledge from the data generated in nursing practice.28

THE 1990’S

The technological advances of the 1990’s were remarkable. The introduction of the Internet enabled communication and collaboration across distances, and the emergence of Web-based applications made it possible to transfer health information across previously incompatible hardware and software platforms. Computers became smaller, lighter, and faster. Rather than being tied to the nurses’ station or the office, laptops and personal data assistants (PDAs) accompanied nurses to the bedside and the home. Knowledge resources such as MEDLINE became available at the point of care.14

To guide the further development of technology to support nursing practice, education, and research, the Kellogg Foundation-funded National Commission on Nursing Implementation Project, in collaboration with the American Nurses Association and the National League for Nursing, sponsored an invitational working
conference of nursing informatics leaders. The product, *Next Generation Nursing Information Systems: Essential Characteristics for Professional Practice*, described attributes that would support nursing care delivery and documentation, quality improvement, and nursing research.²⁹

When the American Medical Informatics Association was founded in 1990 through the merger of 3 existing informatics associations, the nurses who had been meeting annually at the Symposium on Computer Applications in Medical Care formed the Nursing Informatics Working Group (NI-WG), with Judy Ozbolt as its first chair. The NI-WG’s clear rules of procedure, mechanism for the election of officers, and ambitious professional activities made it a congenial professional home for nurses in informatics and a model for AMIA’s other working groups.³⁰ Nurses became interdisciplinary leaders in AMIA, chairing the scientific program committees for symposia, serving as officers and members of the board of directors, and leading committees.

Nurses were becoming increasingly visible in informatics roles, and in 1994 the American Nurses Association published the first versions of the *Scope of Nursing Informatics Practice* and the *Standards of Nursing Informatics Practice*. These have since been combined into a single document and updated twice (most recently in 2008).³¹ In 1995, the American Nurses Credentialing Center established basic certification in nursing informatics as an area of specialty practice. In 1996, James Turley, expanding on the Graves and Corcoran definition of nursing informatics, published a new model that outlined areas of research in the discipline.³²

With the growing sophistication of nursing informatics knowledge and technology, additional graduate programs were established at the University of Utah, the University of Colorado, Duke University, and elsewhere. Nancy Staggers, earning the first PhD in Nursing Informatics at the University of Maryland, launched a research program on nurse-computer interaction that continues today.³³ Linda Woolery (later Goodwin), combining her clinical expertise in labor and delivery with her informatics skills, began using data mining and machine learning to improve prediction of preterm birth.³⁴ With the rapid dissemination of information technology to consumers, Patricia Brennan saw the possibility of providing computer-based education and support to patients and caregivers in their homes. In a series of projects, she demonstrated that people could derive health benefits from computer-based interactions with one another and with nurses.³⁵,³⁶

Other researchers continued to pursue Nightingale’s and Werley’s vision of capturing and using nursing data to improve the quality of care and control costs. The lack of standards for nursing language and data, however, still raised barriers.³⁷ Although the ANA Database Steering Committee (subsequently renamed the Committee on Nursing Practice Information Infrastructure—CNPII) foresaw the development of a Unified Nursing Language System,³⁸ nursing languages continued to proliferate.

Seeking computable language to describe nursing in electronic record systems, Susan Grobe analyzed home care records and developed the Nursing Interventions Lexicon and Taxonomy, publishing the first report in 1990.³⁹ In 1991, Saba published the Home Health Care Lexicon and Taxonomy (HHCC).⁴⁰ Based on a national sample of home health care patient records, the HHCC identified nursing diagnoses and interventions that predicted resource consumption.⁴¹,⁴² The HHCC was subsequently generalized to other clinical settings and renamed the Clinical Care Classification System.⁴³ The original language for the homecare population, the Omaha System, was adopted by numerous home care and community health nursing agencies across the nation.¹³ The Nursing Outcomes Classification (NOC) joined the NANDA and NIC classifications to provide a coordinated set of clinical languages.⁴⁴

In an effort to create a global consensus on nursing terminology, the International Council of Nurses (ICN) authorized 3 nurses—June Clark of the UK, Norma Lang of the USA, and Randy Mortensen of Denmark—to develop the International Classification of Nursing Practice (ICNP). (Today Amy Coenen of the USA directs the continuing development and translation of the ICNP).⁴⁵ Meanwhile, the College of American Pathologists established a workgroup to identify, define, and integrate nursing concepts into the Systematic Nomenclature of Medicine, SNOMED.⁴⁶

Faced with the bewildering array of choices and the licensing fees required for the use of NANDA, NIC, NOC, and SNOMED, many health care organizations adopting nursing information systems opted to use their own or vendor-provided, non-standard terms. This approach allowed entry of data via familiar terms, but because the terms were not consistent in definition or usage, investigators could not retrieve meaningful data to analyze for quality improvement or research.

During the 1990’s, Suzanne Bakken Henry, Nicholas Hardiker, and a few other nurse informaticians were beginning to develop understanding of what would be required for nursing terminologies to be computable and semantically interoperable with one another and with other terminologies in biomedicine.⁴⁷,⁴⁸ In 1999, with support from the National Library of Medicine and vendor sponsors, Judy Ozbolt convened an invitational working conference of those nurse informaticians; developers of nursing languages; other experts on terminology and standards; and representatives of professional associations, the federal government, and the vendor community. The group concluded that the nursing languages recognized by the ANA’s CNPII were potentially useful as interface languages in
information systems, but for computability and semantic interoperability, they would need to be mapped to a formal, concept-based reference terminology. The Unified Medical Language System (UMLS) and SNOMED CT were examples of imperfect, but evolving, reference terminologies that incorporated nursing concepts. The group agreed to continue meeting in a series of Nursing Terminology Summit Conferences to develop concept-oriented reference terminology models for nursing.49

THE 2000’S
When Evelyn Hovenga of Australia, then the chair of the Nursing Informatics Special Interest Group (NI-SIG) in IMIA, learned of the work of the 1999 Terminology Summit Conference, she recognized that the standards development effort to which the group had committed needed to go forward as an officially sanctioned initiative to the International Standards Organization’s Technical Committee 215 (ISO-TC 215). Hovenga enlisted the collaboration of Ozbolt and the Summit participants and secured sponsorship from IMIA and ICN. In 2000, the Nursing Terminology Summit participants collaborated with IMIA and ICN in drafting a proposal to ISO-TC 215 for a New Work Item. Christopher Chute, MD, DPH, a US representative to TC 215, submitted the proposal on behalf of nursing. Once approved, IMIA and ICN led an international initiative to create reference terminology models for nursing. Virginia Saba, who had succeeded Hovenga as chair of IMIA NI-SIG, chaired the Steering Committee, and Suzanne Bakken (formerly Henry) led the Technical Committee that would draft the models.

The 2000 Nursing Terminology Summit Conference brought together the leading developers of nursing terminology standards from Europe, North America, Latin America, Australia, and Asia. Discussion at the Summit enabled participants to resolve issues so that the IMIA-ICN work could advance to ISO a united, global standards development initiative for nursing terminology models. In 2003, ISO adopted the proposed models as standards.50,51 By the time of the tenth Nursing Terminology Summit Conference in 2008, the focus had shifted from developing standards to reviewing, revising, and implementing standards.

The ISO work and the Terminology Summit work contributed substantially to the integration of nursing concepts in SNOMED CT, and the nursing interface terminologies were mapped to concepts in SNOMED CT. In 2004, the National Library of Medicine licensed SNOMED CT for use by any healthcare organization in the United States and began to integrate SNOMED’s reference terminology with the Unified Medical Language System.52 Subsequently, the College of American Pathologists surrendered its intellectual property rights in SNOMED, and in April 2007 the International Health Terminology Standards Development Organization (IHTSDO), based in Copenhagen, took over responsibility for maintaining SNOMED as an international reference terminology standard.53

Meanwhile, propelled by the Institute of Medicine’s reports, To Err is Human2 and Crossing the Quality Chasm,54 a number of public and private efforts were raising public and political awareness of informatics as an essential technology for improving health care. In 2004, President George W. Bush called for every American to have an electronic health record by 2014 and signed Executive Order 13335, mandating the Secretary of Health and Human Services to establish an Office of the National Coordinator of Health Information Technology.55,56 In accordance with the Executive Order, Secretary Michael O. Leavitt established and personally chaired the American Health Information Community (AHIC), a group of national leaders from many fields charged with overseeing and expediting the creation of a national health information infrastructure.

Recognizing that the adoption of standards would be necessary to interoperability, AHIC designated 2 organizations to assure this outcome. The Health Information Technology Standards Panel (HITSP), created in cooperative partnership with the American National Standards Institute (ANSI), the official US representative to ISO, reviews candidate standards and recommends which ones the federal government should adopt to assure interoperability of health information transactions.57 Standards adopted for use in Medicare and Medicaid transactions and in the healthcare information systems of the Veterans Health Administration and the Department of Defense become de facto standards for the private sector as well. The other organization, the Certification Commission for Healthcare Information Technology, is a private, not-for-profit organization that reviews hardware and software products and certifies them if they adhere to the adopted standards.58 Nurses are well-represented in HITSP and CCHIT. The first of the nursing languages recommended for adoption was the Clinical Care Classification System.

Indeed, interdisciplinary collaboration at the Nursing Terminology Summit Conferences introduced a number of nurses to standards activities and organizations. One result has been nursing participation in, and ultimately leadership of, initiatives not only in ISO and IHTSDO, but also in other major standards developing organizations and initiatives. These include SNOMED, Health Level 7 (HL7)59 and Logical Object Names, Identifiers, and Codes (LOINC),60 as well as HITSP and CCHIT. Following leadership roles in the Terminology Summit, SNOMED, and HL7, Judith Warren became the first nurse appointed to the National Committee on Vital and Health Statistics.61

In 2008, nursing has the data and terminology tools to create “records fit for any purpose of comparison.”61 Many challenges remain, however. Nurses and administrators need education to appreciate the importance
and power of standardized language compared to more familiar colloquial terms. They must demand that vendors provide systems that use standardized language and that provide the functionality to aggregate and analyze data for timely feedback, decision support, quality improvement, and research. Clinical experts must work with terminology experts to develop computable, semantically interoperable standard language for those practice domains not adequately covered by existing standard languages. Researchers and developers must discover ways to use computable language and data to support nursing clinical and management decisions at the point of need. Nursing records must be integrated with other records to support communication and retrieval of critical information.

As many of the fundamental issues of nursing terminology and data standards moved into the mainstream of interdisciplinary development and implementation, nurse researchers continued to advance the science of informatics in other domains. A number of these researchers looked for ways that electronic tools could support nurses’ traditional roles as patient and family educator, counselor, and advocate. As a logical continuation of the work she began in the 1990’s, Patricia Brennan is now the national director of a Robert Wood Johnson Foundation-funded multi-site research program to develop innovative approaches to personal health records and tools for health management. Eun-Shim Nahm and colleagues are demonstrating the usability and efficacy of such tools in helping older people and their caregivers to manage personal and family health. Cornelia Ruland explores decision support systems that engage the patient’s preferences and autonomy.

Nancy Staggers provides an example of a pioneer who continues to enrich the scholarship of nursing informatics. Her ongoing research in nurse-computer interactions provides insights into usability of systems in distracting, complex clinical environments. Her proposed new definition of nursing informatics incorporates past definitions while better representing the depth and complexity of the discipline. Finally, her research with Carole Gassert and Christine Curran on informatics competencies for all nurses, not only those practicing informatics, is influencing curricula and accreditation standards for nursing education programs, as well as the revised Scope and Standards of Nursing Informatics Practice.

EMERGING DEVELOPMENTS

When President George W. Bush declared “the decade of health information technology” in 2004, the evolution of nursing informatics accelerated. Then a member of the Board of Directors of the American Medical Informatics Association (AMIA), Connie Delaney recognized that a great many nursing organizations had activities or divisions concerned with informatics. So that nursing informatics could speak with one strong voice in this time of rapid change, Delaney worked with Joyce Sensmeier at the Health Information Management and Systems Society (HIMSS) and leaders of the other organizations to forge the Alliance for Nursing Informatics (ANI). Sponsored by AMIA and HIMSS, ANI provides linkages among > 25 member organizations and a united voice in policy issues, representing > 3000 nurses.

As ANI was coalescing, Angela McBride was completing a year as a Scholar in Residence at the Institute of Medicine. A major product of her work was “Nursing and the Informatics Revolution,” a description of the changes in health care being mediated by informatics, nursing’s readiness to participate in the revolution, and challenges to overcome. Coming as it did from a distinguished nurse educator, researcher, and practitioner not previously identified with nursing informatics, the paper made a strong impact. McBride and Marion Ball, a long-time advocate of nursing informatics (although not a nurse), collaborated with ANI in organizing a number of colleagues from academia and informatics practice to create the TIGER (Technology Informatics Guiding Educational Reform) initiative. At an invitational conference in 2005, the group developed a common vision of an informatics-enabled future for nursing and secured commitments from nursing leaders to take specific actions to realize that future. The TIGER work continues through collaborative teams, with ANI as the enabling organization.

Distinguishing the informatics competencies required for all nurses from those required for informatics nurse practitioners and innovators, as the Staggers, Gassert, and Curran research did, is evidence of the disciplinary maturation of nursing informatics. Now Judith Effken, chair of the AMIA NI-WG, is collaborating with Carol Bickford of the American Nurses Association to seek an occupational designation for informatics nurses in the North American Industry Code. When granted, this code will provide recognition in the workplace and in employment statistics of the unique skills and contributions of informatics nurses.

While nursing informatics leaders work to transform nursing education and practice, nursing informatics scientists are creating the knowledge and tools that will enable the transformation. As research in nursing terminology and knowledge representation moves from creation to implementation and use, other domains of research reflect the maturation of nursing informatics as a science.

From the microcosm of genetics and genomics to the macrocosm of public health, nurses are using knowledge discovery methods to detect and prevent risks to health. At both the personal and the systems level, discovery of knowledge brings responsibility to act upon the knowledge. Change is difficult, however, and the ramifications are often surprising. Nurses are study-
ing systems and organizations from an informatics perspective to discover how to deliver care and support decisions more effectively and safely, with better outcomes for all constituencies. Informatics tools can support the translation of knowledge into practice, but changing the behavior of people, organizations, and systems requires collaboration across a range of disciplines.

Collaboration for change is as essential in education as it is in nursing practice. Nurses in the 21st century not only have access to new information resources, they also have responsibility to use them wisely. To integrate these resources into the cognitive, psychomotor, and organizational processes of professional practice, nurse educators face the challenges of transforming their curricula and their teaching methods. Tomorrow’s nurses cannot prepare for the complex demands of 21st century health care merely by learning technological skills. They must acquire the wisdom to use data, information, knowledge, and the technologies that support them to transform nursing practice and health care systems. Only then will these new assets “enable us to save life and suffering, and to improve the treatment and management of the sick . . . .”
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